Featured benefits of membership include:

INAP convenes twice annually and conducts conference calls as needed. Meetings bring interested parties together for speaker panels on topics selected by INAP members and AHA Cardiovascular Nutrition Experts.

- Access to members-only content, including quarterly newsletters and first-alert information on the latest articles and research related to American Heart Association programs and projects.
- One registration each spring for the Council on Lifestyle and Cardiometabolic Health and the Council on Epidemiology and Prevention (EPI) conference, including attendance to the Joint Council Reception & Dinner.
- Premium Professional membership in the American Heart Association assigned for one company representative.

- Affiliation with the American Heart Association’s Council on Lifestyle and Cardiometabolic Health and one other council of choice
- Access to all eleven online American Heart Association scientific journals
- Substantial discounts on American Heart Association scientific journal print subscriptions
- Online access to non-American Heart Association affiliated journals
- 24-hour cardiovascular news feed

With INAP membership, not only will you receive all of these incredible benefits, you’ll also save hundreds every year on specialty conference and symposium registrations and Scientific Sessions OnDemand™ Products. Join today!